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1. TECHNICAL CONTENTS OF THE BUILDING 

1.1. Load bearing structures 

Foundation: monolithic reinforced concrete forepoling and flat plate 

Ascending structures: monolithic reinforced concrete pillar frame 

Facade spandrels: 30 cm ceramic frame wall block 

Slabs: monolithic reinforced concrete flat plate 

Stair structures: monolithic reinforced concrete 

 

1.2. Non load bearing structures 

Apartment separation walls: 30 cm acoustically insulated Silka type brick wall 

Sub-flooring: acoustically insulated layer and concrete sub-floor on rein-

forced concrete slabs 

Facade: thermal insulation system, 16 cm rock wool insulation layer 

according to thermal dimensioning covered with fine plaster 

or large plate sheathing in places according to the architectur-

al plan. The building will receive at least „CC – State-of-the-

art energy certificate” 

 

1.3. Roof structure 

Walkable flat roof: colored in material, frost-proof granite powder floor tiles 

(minimum 8 mm thick), system compatible flexible grouting 

materials, flexible acetate-silicone grouting at negative cor-

ners (general configuration) 

Non-walkable flat roof: 5 cm R16-32 mm, rounded, fractioned gravel grain layer or 

40x40x5 cm frost-proof concrete pavers above the water-

proof and thermally insulated layer 

Intensive green roof: 40-70 cm thick lightened roof soil-mix above the water- and 

thermal insulation layer, greenery on the basement and first 

floor slab according to the gardening plan 

 

1.4. Staircase, corridors 

Floor: colored granite powder floor tiles (min 8 mm thick) 

Wall: two-layer white dispersed wallpaint on filled and plastered 

brick surface and two-layer white dispersed wall paint on re-

paired wall on reinforced concrete surface  

Ceiling: two-layer white dispersed wallpaint or thermal insulation on 

the slab from underneath 

Building entrance door: portal structure in a thermally insulated glass wall with auto-

matic shutting system and proxy card, entrance code and in-

tercom operated opening system 
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Internal common doors: non-flammable metal doors, fire and smoke proof doors as 

prescribed in the building permit 

 

1.5. Garbage bin storage rooms (on level -1) 

Floor: colored in material granite powder floor tiles (minimum 8 

mm thick) 

Wall: wall tile cover up to 2 meter in height, two-layer white dis-

persed wallpaint on plastered and filled wall surface 

Ceiling: two-layer white dispersed wallpaint on thermally insulated or 

filled surface 

Door: non-flammable metal doors 

 

1.6. Elevators 

Quantity: two duplex elevator groups per stairwell, one with a smaller 

and with one bigger cabin 

Structure: steel fittings, doors and padded external covers 

Capacity: 8 person, 630 kg capacity (smaller and 13 person, 1000 kg 

capacity, suitable for carrying furniture (bigger) 

 

 

 

2. PARKING GARAGE 

2.1 Non-load bearing structures 

Floor: reinforced concrete, non-sloping construction with synthetic 

resin sheathing, dilated, with floor drain sewers 

Wall: exposed reinforced concrete 

Ceiling: thermal insulation panels according to thermal design, uncol-

ored reinforced concrete slab 

 

2.2 Doors and windows 

Garage door, basement level: one independently operated garage door with ventilation 

grill on the drive in and one on the drive out side on level 1 in 

the common tunnel (for the underground parking lots on the 

basement level of phases A, B-C and D), GSM operated bar 

opening and control center, light controlled automatic shut-

ting with pinching prevention. 

Garage door, ground floor: garage door with ventilation grill, GSM operated bar opening 

and control center, light controlled automatic closing with 

pinching prevention 
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Fire door, basement level: a garage gate with lateral opening, compliant with fire protec-

tion regulations, installed at the fire compartment barrier in-

side the parking lot. The fire door automatically closes if the 

fire alarm is activated. 

Garage door height: available opening height of the garage door is 210 cms, vehi-

cles exceeding this height are not allowed to enter the parking 

garage 

Stairway doors: non-flammable, non-locking metal doors 

 

2.3 Engineering, lighting 

Ventilation: central extraction vents with pressure sensor control, perma-

nent depression in the branch sewer. Air is extracted above 

the ceiling plane 

Safety system: CO system for the safe extraction of exhaust gases and an au-

tomatic fire alarm system is installed in the common spaces 

of the basement level parking garage, alert signal to the con-

cierge service 

Lighting: lights on the ceiling with motion sensor switching plus per-

manent emergency lights 

Heating:  the parking garage is not temperature controlled 

Engineering pipes: ducts and pipes (water, sewage, ventilation) are installed un-

der the slab of the parking garage ensuring that parking is 

undisturbed. Parking is guaranteed up to 180 cm of height 

 

2.4 Conditions of use 

Vehicle types: the parking garage has been designed to accommodate mo-

torcycles and cars, car parking spots however are NOT suffi-

cient to accommodate every vehicle certified as a motor-car 

by the law. Parking of cars exceeding 470 cms in length may 

not be possible. Reduced size slots are marked on the design 

plan, the width or length is shorter than average 

Gas powered cars: gas powered cars are not permitted to use the parking garage 

for fire protection and safety reasons 

 

2.5 Charging cores for electric cars 

Terms of ordering: electric charging cores may only be ordered by owners of 

apartments in the building and by the deadline, if the length 

of electrical wiring between the apartment and the parking 

spot does not exceed 75 meters 

Ordering surcharge: 0   – 20 m of wiring length: HUF 180.000 

 20 – 40 m of wiring length: HUF 295.000 

 40 – 60 m of wiring length: HUF 385.000 

 60 – 75 m of wiring length: HUF 450.000 
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Technical contents: the core only contains the electrical wiring between the con-

sumption meter of the apartment and the parking spot, termi-

nated in the circuit breaker placed on the distribution board. 

The socket, proprietary charging device or mechanical pro-

tection (locking box) are not included 

Dimensioning, capacity: load capacity is 32A, output capacity equals one phase of the 

distribution board. Wire length is 3x6 mm up to 20 meters 

wire length, 3x10 mm MT wire above 

Consumption meter: consumption metering of the charging core is done through 

the meter of the apartment, together with the consumption of 

the apartment 

Selection deadlines: Floors 1-14: TERMINATED 

 Floors 15-17: 15 December 2018 

 

Buyer has received the present technical description from the Seller and understood its con-

tents and, regarding the property described herein and pursuant to the stipulations of the sales 

contract concluded between the Parties, accepts its terms. 

After reading and interpreting, the Parties have signed the present technical description con-

currently with the property (pre)sales contract as it is in full accordance with their contractual 

will. 

 

Budapest, DD.MM.2018 

 

 

 

 

 

Metrodom UP Gamma Kft. 

Seller 

 

 

 

Buyer 

 

 

 

Buyer 

 


